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To the Editor:
We found the paper “Abnormal brain oxygen homeostasis in an animal model of liver disease” by
Hadjihambi et al. (1) interesting but do have some comments to and reservations about the
authors’ interpretation of the results presented in the paper, particularly concerning their conclusion
that ammonia causes metabolically important limitation of brain oxygen availability.

The main conclusion reached by the authors is that the bile duct ligated (BDL) animals suffered
from abnormal brain oxygen homeostasis. However, when looking at the measured tissue pO2-
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values in their Figs. 2 and 3, the majority of the BDL rats had baseline values well above the range
of 6.8 and 8.8 mmHg, which has been shown to be a critical in vivo pO2 level in brain tissue of BDL
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rats (2). Moreover, there are no data in the paper correlating blood ammonia levels with brain
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tissue oxygen levels or neurological symptoms. In our opinion, the data accordingly do not
unambiguously demonstrate that the decreased tissue pO2 should have any metabolic effects or
reflect significant tissue hypoxia or ischaemia related to hepatic encephalopathy (HE). In support of
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this, the authors found markedly decreased brain lactate concentrations on 1H-MRS in the BDL
rats when compared to control rats (1). In case of significant hypoxia, one would expect the
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anaerobic metabolism – and thus the concentration of lactate – to increase.

As recently summarized by us, we addressed the potential direct effects of ammonia on cerebral
oxygen metabolism in a series of experimental studies ranging from brain cell-cultures to animal
models including the BDL model, and clinical studies with healthy controls and patients with
cirrhosis without, during, and after an episode of HE (3). First, we did not find any evidence that
ammonia inhibits the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, i.e. there was no evidence of a direct inhibition
of the cerebral energy metabolism (3,4). Second, though cerebral blood flow (CBF) decreased
during HE, we found no evidence of decreased brain oxygen supply being a cause of HE, but
rather a result of a decreased metabolic demand causing a decreased cerebral metabolic rate of
oxygen (CMRO2) (5). This standpoint is also supported by a recent paper showing decreased brain
glucose uptake in BDL rats in a combined PET and 1H-MRS study (7) from members of the same
group as the Hadjihambi paper.

The experimental effects of hypercapnia and manipulation of systemic blood pressure by
administration of acetazolamide (AZT) and phenylephrine (PE) in the Hadjihambi paper suggest,
as stated by the authors (1), that the cerebrovascular activity and capacity for blood vessels to
dilate are intact. They take this to reflect increased vascular tone but as no CBF measurements are

given, it remains unclear whether the experimental interventions reflect significant changes in
blood flow. Furthermore, the values of brain oxygen tension in BDL rats after the ammonialowering treatment with ornithine + phenylacetate (OP) were few and overlapping with those
without OP. Although the effect is uncertain, then even if ammonia lowering treatment should
increase brain oxygen tension in BDL animals, this does not show that ammonia has a direct effect
on vascular tone in the brain, as proposed by the authors.

Overall, we believe that the results presented by Hadjihambi et al. (1) are in support of our
conclusions, namely that hyperammonaemia has an indirect inhibitory effect on brain metabolism
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due to an inhibitory effect on brain activity and that the decreased brain oxygen consumption and
decreased CBF reflects a true decrease in metabolic demand, not a restrained brain oxygen

ro

homeostasis. This conclusion is also reached in a 1H and 31P-MRS study in BDL rats, i.e. the same
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model used in the recent Hadjihambi et al. and with a certain author overlap (6).

We compliment the authors for their comprehensive and complex experiments, but we do believe
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that the conclusions reached by the authors are not fully supported by their data. In light of our
experimental and clinical studies, we find that the results may as well indicate that low cerebral
oxygen consumption in the presence of high ammonia is due to low brain energy requirements and
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not compromised brain oxygen availability. We would like to emphasize, though, that we do not
question the pathogenetic role of ammonia in HE.
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